NOTES:
1. DETAIL SHOWS HENRY PUMADEQ SYSTEM PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC COATING WITH A REINFORCED FIELD MEMBRANE. SUBSTRATE SHOWN IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. REFER TO PRODUCT SPECIFIC TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR AUTHORIZED SUBSTRATES.
2. FULLY BROADCAST, TO REJECTION, DRY SILICA SAND (SIEVE SIZE: #20-30) INTO WET PUMADEQ GRIP 40.
3. PREPARE AND PRIME VERTICAL SUBSTRATES A MINIMUM 2" BEYOND PUMADEQ SYSTEM APPLICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH HENRY PUMADEQ SYSTEM SUBSTRATE PREPARATION GUIDELINES TECH-TALK BULLETIN.
4. DO NOT INSTALL PUMADEQ SYSTEM BEYOND PRIMED SURFACES.
5. REFER TO PUMADEQ SYSTEM GUIDE SPECIFICATION FOR RECOMMENDED INSTALLATION PROCEDURES.